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Abstract. In this paper, an address block segmentation approach based on fractal
dimension FD is proposed. After computing the fractal dimension of each image
pixel by the 2D variation procedure, a clustering technique based on K-means
is used to label pixels into semantic objects. The evaluation of the efficiency is
carried out from a total of 200 postal envelope images with no fixed position for
the address block, postmark and stamp. A ground-truth strategy is used to achieve
an objective comparison. Experiments showed significant and promising results.
By using the 2D variation procedure for three ranges of neighbor window sizes
(r = {3, 5}, r = {3, 5, 7}, and r = {3, 5, 7, 9}), the proposed approach reached
a success rate over than 90% on average.

1 Introduction

It is well known that the proper addressing allows mail pieces to be processed quickly
and more efficiently. We also know that this task is not a mystery. When the mail piece
meets size requirements, address block and zip code are filled in correctly and the proper
amount of postage is obeyed, it moves easily through the mechanized sorting process
saving labor and time. Therefore, despite of all rules mentioned above, why is so dif-
ficult to increase mail sorting automation? Some reasons like wide variety of postal
envelope attributes (layouts, colors and texture), the handwritten address block which
appears mixed up with postmarks or stamps are factors that increase the complexity of
an efficient mail sorting system.

Several authors have dealt with the problem of locating address blocks in enve-
lope images. For instance, Yu et al in [1] present a method for locating address blocks
from magazine envelopes based on the following assumptions: The address is written
on a light-colored label, generally skewed. Moreover, the label may be stuck on the
magazine, under the plastic envelope or displayed in a plastic window provided in the
envelope. The address block follows the left alignment rule. The contrast between the
ink and the spaces between characters varies according to the equipment used (laser or
matrix printer, or even a typewriter). And the magazine and envelope ensemble contains
other text messages in addition to the address block. The authors segment magazine en-
velopes using an Otsu’s modified method which reduces the influence of the grayscale
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distributions. Then a connected component analysis based on BAG strategy is used to
identify individual blocks of text. Some heuristics are used to eliminate false address
block candidates. Finally, a recognizer is used to locate the address block. Experiments
on 53 IBM magazine envelopes and 52 other ones showed that the method was suc-
cessful in locating the correct address block in 71.70% and 92.86%, respectively.

Recently, Yonekura et al [2] present a method for postal envelope segmentation
combining the 2-D histogram and morphological clustering. A new filter based on the
morphological grayscale dual reconstruction is proposed to the 2-D histogram calcula-
tion and the proposed clustering is based on the watershed transform criterion. Exper-
iments on a database composed of 300 complex postal envelope images, with creased
background and no fixed position for the handwritten address blocks, postmarks and
stamps showed that the method was successful in locating the correct address block in
75%.

The goal of this paper is to propose and to evaluate a new postal envelope segmen-
tation method based on Fractal Dimension FD clustering. The aim is to locate and
segment handwritten address blocks, postmarks and stamps with no a priori knowl-
edge of the envelope images (Figure 1). The Fractal Dimension clustering is carried
out by means of the K-means. A ground-truth segmentation is employed to evaluate the
accuracy of this approach.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shortly reviews fractal-based tech-
niques to solve the segmentation challenge. Section 3 describes the grayscale image
fractal dimension method used in our approach. The proposed method based on the
K-means is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents some experimental results and
discussions. In addition, the proposed segmentation method is evaluated by means of
ground-truth images in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2 Fractal-Based Techniques for Segmentation Challenge

Fractals are very useful in modeling roughness and self-similarity properties of sur-
faces in Image Processing. The fractal dimension gives a measure of the roughness of

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example of envelope image segmentation: (a) Envelope image, (b) Ground-truth hand-
written address block, postmark and stamps
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a surface. Intuitively, the larger the fractal dimension, the rougher the texture is. Some
authors have developed recent practical applications in segmentation challenges. For
instance, Diayana et al [3] have compared three microcalcification detection methods
in digital mammogram. They showed that the fractal analysis based on morphological
dilation and erosion in 8 × 8 image blocks is a promising approach.

Andrew Ringler [4] has used a local fractal dimension FD approach to segment
oceanic images into water and no-water classes. By using the 2D variation procedure
for each image pixel, the author has successfully segmented ocean waves to detect dol-
phin and swimmers and to perform human search and rescue.

Samarbandu et al [5] have proposed an initial study of bone X-Rays images through
a morphological fractal analysis. This FD approach, where only the dilation is used,
has demonstrated the feasibility of detecting bone structures independent of scale.

3 Fractal Dimension for Grayscale Images

Since the nature of textured surfaces is not deterministic, the computation of grayscale
image fractal dimension FD is not an easy task. Some methods were proposed for
estimating the FD for grayscale images. To better understand how the fractal dimension
FD can be computationally estimated, let first explain the most popular method, the
DBC differential box-counting method [6]. Consider an M × M pixel image as a
surface in (x, y, z) space where P (x, y) represents the pixel position and z is the pixel
intensity. One can partition the (x, y) space into a grid of s× s size pixels. An estimate
of the relative scale is r = s/M . At each grid position, one stacks cubes of size s,
numbering each box sequentially from 1 up to the box containing the highest intensity
in the image over the s × s area. Denoting the minimum and maximum gray levels for
the image at position (i, j) by k and l respectively, one can define nr(i, j) = l − k +
1. A parameter N(r) is then estimated by summing over the entire grid as N(r) =∑

(i,j) nr(i, j). The above procedure is repeated for a number of values of r(s). The
slope estimation of the graph log(N(r)) versus log(1/r) by the least-squares method
provides the fractal dimension FD.

Among the Fractal-based approaches available in literature, one could observe that
the 2D variation procedure is not very complex and has shown to be promising in com-
plex images (see [4]). It is the reason why it has been chosen. The 2D variation pro-
cedure, proposed by [7], similar to the differential box-counting method, analyses the
pixel environment at different distances r. The squares with different sizes r are running
pixel by pixel across the image from left to right and from top to bottom. The algorithm
determines the minimum min and maximum max gray values within the square of size
r. Since the intensity value v of a pixel p is related to the height of the objects in the
image, one can meaningfully define at p a volume r× r× v. By defining the difference
volume of p as r×r×(max−min), one can denote V (r) as the sum of differences be-
tween the maximum and minimum for scale r for the entire image, resulting in a power
law: V (r) = const rs. In the Richardson-Mandelbrot plot (log(V (r)) versus log(r)),
the dependence of this volume V (r) should be linear with the square size r. By using
the least-squares method to this linear regression, one can compute the slope s of this
line and then deduce FD:
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FD = 3 − s/2 (1)

We applied the 2D variation procedure onto postal envelope images for three ranges
of neighbor window sizes (r = {3, 5}, r = {3, 5, 7, }, and r = {3, 5, 7, 9}). It results in
an image IFD where the FD of each pixel stays in the range [2.0, 3.0] (see Equation 1).

4 Clustering

We are aiming at automatic clustering, where the handwritten address block, postmark
and stamp classes should be extracted from the image through their fractal dimension.
For this purpose, we use the K-means clustering which is a robust unsupervised algo-
rithm often applied to the problem of image texture segmentation. The K-means cluster-
ing is an algorithm for partitioning N data points into k disjoint clusters Cj containing
Nj data points so as to minimize the sum-of-squares error. Each cluster in the partition
is defined by its member data points and by its centroid. The centroid for each cluster
is the point to which the sum of distances from all data points in that cluster is mini-
mized. The K-means clustering uses an iterative algorithm that minimizes the sum of
distances Sd =

∑
[Cj(P )−P ]2 from each data point P to its cluster centroid Cj , over

all clusters. This algorithm moves data points between clusters until the sum cannot be
decreased further. The result is a set of clusters that are as compact and well-separated
as possible. It is comprised of a simple re-estimation procedure as follows [8] [9]:

1. First, the data points are assigned at random to the k sets;
2. Second, the centroid is computed for each set.

These two steps are alternated until a stopping criterion is reached (i.e. when there
is no further change in the assignment of the data points). Details of the minimization
can be controled using several optional input parameters to K-means, including those
for the initial values of the cluster centroids, and for the maximum number of iterations.

The input parameters used in our K-means clustering approach are:

– Number of features: only one, the FD itself;
– Number of clusters : 3 clusters which are the handwritten address block, postmark

and stamp one, the background one and the noise one;
– Number of iterations: 10;
– Convergence criterion: 0.0001.

It is well-known that the K-means algorithm suffers from initial starting conditions
effects (initial clustering effects). One can find in literature some researches about the
initialization optimisation of iterative partitional clustering [10]. In our approach, min,
(max + min)/2 and max are used to initialize the values of cluster centroids, where
max and min are the FD buffer maximum and minimum values, respectively. The
convergence of the K-means algorithm onto the image IFD results in the labeled image
IKmeans where each pixel is labeled into the 3 clusters.
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5 Experiments

A database composed of 200 complex postal envelope images, with no fixed position
for the handwritten address blocks, postmarks and stamps was used to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed approach. Each image has about 1500 × 2200 pixels and
was digitized at 300 dpi. We could verify that the address blocks, stamps and postmarks
represent only 1.5%, 4.0% and 1.0% of the envelope area, respectively and that the great
majority of pixels of these images belong to the envelope background (approximatively
93.5%).

5.1 Evaluation Strategy of the Proposed Method

A ground-truth strategy was employed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed ap-
proach. The ideal result (ground-truth segmentation) regarding the handwritten address
block, postmark and stamp class has been generated for each envelope image (Figure 1-
(b)). The comparison between the ground-truth segmentation and the results obtained by
the proposed approach was carried out pixel by pixel. We have computed each obtained
result with the ideal segmentation in terms of identical pixels at the same location. We
have also computed the average of all obtained results for each class.

5.2 Numerical Results and Discussion

Figures 2 and 3 show interesting address block, stamp, postmark segmentations in case
of envelope images with creased background and wrong layout (Figure 2-(a)), with ma-
ny stamps and postmarks (Figure 2-(b)), and without stamp (Figure 3). In spite of the
background complexity, and independently of the semantic classes, the address blocks,
stamps and postmarks are very well segmented. As explained before, the evaluation of
the approach was carried out by comparing pixel by pixel the ground-truth segmentation
and the results obtained.

The average segmentation rates for each class are showed in Table 1. This table
shows how the accuracy of the algorithm changes if the box size range r is changed.
Best values are obtained for range r = {3, 5, 7, 9}, where the segmentation successfully
recovered address blocks (97.24%±13.64%) postmarks (91.89%±17.22%). The most
important figures are the ones related to the address block, since for practical purposes
the classes of stamp, and postmark would be discarded in the end and it would not harm
the result. It is possible to conclude that, independently of the layout and background
in the input images, the segmentation recovered the address blocks and postmarks with
great success. It can be seen that the segmentation did not recovered the stamps as
expected. It is caused by the fact that the stamps contain some complex drawings, gray
level differences (dark objects and bright background).

6 Conclusions

The use of fractal dimension in postal envelope segmentation was proposed. After com-
puting the fractal dimension for each image pixel, the resulting fractal image is then
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 2. Results obtained to different envelope images: (a) with creased background and wrong
layout, (b) with many stamps and postmarks: (c)-(d) Fractal Images, (e)-(f) K-means clustering,
(g)-(h) Handwritten address blocks, postmarks and stamps
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Table 1. Average results with identification of regions (pixel by pixel accuracy)

Accuracy pixel by pixel (µ ± σ)
Box sizes r = {3, 5} r = {3, 5, 7} r = {3, 5, 7, 9}
Address Block 92.61% ± 13.61% 96.05% ± 10.89% 97.24% ± 13.64%
Stamp 48.86% ± 13.84% 59.76% ± 15.68% 66.34% ± 16.90%
Postmark 82.02% ± 19.66% 88.97% ± 17.58% 91.89% ± 17.22%

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Results of the proposed approach for an envelope image with creased background and no
stamp: (a) Envelope image, (b) Fractal Image, (c) K-means clustering, (d) Handwritten address
block and postmarks

clustered by K-means procedure. By comparing the obtained results with the ideal ones
(ground-truth segmentation), it is possible to conclude that the proposed approach is ro-
bust if we consider the handwritten address block and postmark classes without a priori
knowledge about the position of each semantic class. The 2D variation procedure was
shown to be appropriate in our purpose. In spite of its simplicity, the centroid initializa-
tion in K-means was shown to be efficient in the segmentation challenge. In addition,
since this method does not use a priori knowledge, it can be employed to segment
other types of document images. Future works will focus segmentation of magazine
envelopes with plastic covers.
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